
 

Healthy Sleep Checklist 
Caffeine

How much caffeine am I drinking?
How late in the day am I having it?

Alcohol
Am I using alcohol to fall asleep at the cost of my quality of sleep?

Exercise
What time am I exercising?  
Does moving my exercise earlier in the day improve my sleep?

Room Temperature
Is my bedroom temperature too hot or cold for my comfort?  
Does adjusting the temperature or adding a fan or extra blanket improve my sleep?

Darkness
Is ambient light from a window keeping my room too light?
Are on or standby lights on technology (computers, phones, fans, A/Cs, phone 
chargers) contributing to ambient light?
Do darker curtains or covering other light sources improve my sleep quality?

Technology
Is use of a TV, computer, tablet, or smartphone late at night keeping my brain alert?
Am I turning off electronics at least an hour before bedtime?
Does a blue light filter improve my ability to fall asleep?
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Noise
Is it too loud or too quiet for me to be able to fully relax?
Does a fan, white noise machine, or white noise app improve my ability to fall 
asleep?

Medications & Supplements
If I take an OTC sleep aid, is it interfering with the quality of my sleep?
If I take melatonin, am I using it in the right quantity and at the right time for me?
Does my prescription medication interfere with my sleep?

Note - if you believe your medication is interfering with your sleep, ALWAYS consult with your doctor before 
making a change.  They may be able to help you adjust the timing, dosage, etc in order to mitigate sleep 
difficulties.  The benefits of your medication may far outweigh the side effects and your doctor is best 
equipped to help you evaluate this.

Wake/Sleep Schedule
Do I maintain a consistent wake/sleep schedule as much as possible?  
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